
Capping a good year

You'll be the fairest of them all in alice + olivia by Stacey Bendet's 
latest capsule collection, which celebrates the 80th anniversary of 
Disney's Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. 

CEO and creative director Bendet said:  “Growing up, Snow White 
was one of my favorite movies. I was so excited to do this collaboration 
with Disney and to be able to bring one of my favorite fairytales to life.”

Bendet takes classic elements from the film and reinterprets then in 
alice + olivia’s quirky signature style. A novelty sweater and statement 
T-shirt feature the famous “You are the fairest of them all” line and 
Snow White and her dwarves appear on a knitted sweater with the word 
“Happy” printed on Partygoers can deck themselves up in outfits from 
the street-smart Holiday collection features plaid, metallics, ruffles and 
a variety of vivid floral prints. A color palette of violet, sapphire and 
juniper gives a feminine touch to the collection. (2234 7253)

Simple and beautiful
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Mirror, mirror 
on the wall...

Bestow  
good luck

Too cute 
to miss

Japanese luxury skincare brand Tatcha launches a holiday 
collection inspired by Japanese temari, which are traditionally gifted 
to bestow luck and represent the wish of happiness to every recipient.

The Blossoming joy silk lipstick trio collects three universally-
flattering lipsticks that flatter all skin tones. The Cherry 

Blossom Silk Lipstick lends a pink blush to 
lips with a creamy sheen, bringing a 
youthful energy to your festive look. 
The collection is exclusive at Joyce 
Beauty and Lane Crawford Online Store.  
(www.lanecrawford.com.hk/)

Korean beauty brand 3CE melts your heart 
with its new heart pot lip color. 
Ranging from tinted pink, coral, 
brick red, woody rose to maroon 
beige, the lip tints have a 
double moisturizing effect 
that locks in hydration 
throughout the day, while a 
transparent protective film 
creates a shiny and glossy 
finish. (THE ONE store: 
2677 0382)

MLB Korea, beloved of Korean 
celebrities such as TWICE, Suzy 
Bae, Song Ji-hyo and Yoo Jae-
shek, is coming to Hong Kong. 
The sportswear brand, which 
celebrates its 20th anniversary 
this year, sold 3.5 million 
baseball caps in Korea this year, 
or one cap every second. 

Its first Hong Kong store, 
designed to look like a locker room 

in a baseball stadium, will open in 
Mong Kok on December 22. 

To mark the opening, the store 
will be selling goodie bags valued 
at HK$800 for just HK$99 from 
December 22 to 24.  Each bag will 
contain an MLB Korea cap, a 
clutch and an Angry Bear key 
holder. There are only 50 bags 
available per day. 

Plus, the first 888 customers 
who spend HK$888 and 
above will become MLB 
Korea VIPs and qualify for 
a lucky draw. (2468 1322)

Renowned Amsterdam-based watch brand 
CLUSE has landed in Hong Kong with its 
signature collections. Committed to creating 
timepieces that represent elegance and 
minimalism, CLUSE grabs women’s hearts 
with a strong focus on materials, quality and 
style. 
Nature with a twist 

The La Roche watch takes inspiration of 
natural elements by introducing a beautiful 
marble-effect face. As raw stone is used to 
make its dial, no La Roche watches look the 
same. To really make the design alluring, the 
rest of the dial is fully stripped back, and the 
grey leather strap works to accentuate the 
ripples of the marble coloring in the face and 
tie the whole piece together.
A sleek surprise

The art of minimalism is manifested in 
the La Minuit collection, a representative of 
cheekily feminine and playfully elegant. The 
collection features different models in rose 
gold, gold, silver and black for a sophisticated 

and stylish look. The interchangeable leather 
straps are available in black, but also in trendy 
colors such as light grey, pink and pastel mint. 
The classic CLUSE

The signature La Boheme collection is 
bold in size, yet simple by design. The 38mm 
models are categorized by their strap material: 
100% real  cow leather, 
stainless steel mesh or blue 
denim. The La Boheme 
watch in black leather is 
a beautiful example of 
minimalist beauty, with the 
jet black face contrasting 
a g a i n s t  t h e  g o l d 
features to create a 
timepiece that suits 
both casual and smart 
outfits.

T h e  C L U S E 
w a t c h e s  a r e  n o w 
available at kapok and 
City Chain stores. 

Written in the stars
Celebrate the festive season with a galaxy of La Mer offerings. 

From classics encased in cosmos-inspired packaging to carefully 
curated gift sets featuring beauty essentials, La Mer has everything 
you need to indulge yourself and your loved ones.

Journey to the galaxy
La Mer launches three limited-edition products adorned in 

celestial-inspired art, which will be exclusive at Lane Crawford 
stores from now till November 7 and at all La Mer Concept stores 
and counters till November 8. The signature Crème de la Mer 

moisturizer makes sure you look fabulous in every party 
by restoring the radiance 0f your skin.

The Illuminating Powder is a lightweight pressed 
powder that infuses every complexion with a healthy, 
luminous glow. The Lip Balm helps rejuvenate dry lips 
in a soft, seasonal pink tint.

Star-studded gift collection
Surprise your loved ones with a warm and comforting 

gift of La Mer Replenishing Collection. This duo collection 
moisturizes and softens for comforted hands and lips. The rich 
hand cream diminishes age spots, and the Lip Balm heals 
dryness for long-lasting relief throughout the day.

The Endless Hydration Collection collects the top-
selling energy-renewing selection of La Mer. The Cleansing 
Foam and The Revitalizing Hydrating Serum replenish a 
look of radiance on contact. For the most delicate skin, the Eye 
Concentrate visibly softens lines and diminishes dark circles. 
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